The Most Complete Custom Course Materials Solution
in Higher Education
INTRODUCING PROQUEST SIPX

An innovative tool for preparing, delivering and understanding
your students’ engagement in your assigned course readings.
Easy to use, and takes care of any readings you want to share with
your students quickly and compliantly.
With a start button that can link from inside your LMS, as you
select readings they can seamlessly appear in your LMS course
page, or however you want to share with your students.
And our unique technology automatically recognizes and applies
library subscription resources and open access content to save
your students money!

A breed apart from traditional coursepack vendors:
Students save an average of 20-35% off course materials
because of scalable data connections into library resources
Microtransaction technology has saved over 50% for schools
with institution-pay models, by paying only for what students
actually use
Unbundles coursepacks to help students buy per reading and
keep up in class, if they can’t afford the whole coursepack up
front
Seamless LMS integration with individual reading links
that match your design and organization of course reading
assignments
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Instantly see what cost and savings are created per student,
right down to the cost of each individual reading.
Showcases the savings created by selecting library-licensed
materials or open access content you were presented with in
your search results.
Analytics on student engagement and ratings in your assigned
readings (a view available only to you), to help you better
prepare for class discussions. You also have a full custom
analytics interface if you want more insights, and the library gets
the complete campus picture of curriculum content needs that
helps them invest in collections that can save your students
even more money.
Lets you assign whatever readings or book chunks you want to
use and protects the school’s compliance—the only solution
with in-system copyright tools with unique microtransaction
technology that can save your department over 50% on
permissions budgets if they pay for students’ course materials,
and give your students a way to purchase their readings
unbundled if they have budget restrictions.
Reliable, consistent delivery through SIPX’s URL technology—no
more broken link complaints!

SIPX HAS SAVED STUDENTS & SCHOOLS

$ 3 , 6 7 8 , 7 7 0
AND STILL COUNTING

(Time and frustration savings not included here.)

www.sipx.com
SAVE STUDENTS MONEY | SAVE SCHOOLS MONEY | MAKE EDUCATION BETTER

